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“One helluva read.”—Newsweek • “Gripping.”—Outside • “Spellbinding.”—Associated Press •
“Powerful.”—New York In 1912, the Saint Anna, a Russian exploration vessel in search of fertile
hunting grounds, was frozen into the polar ice cap, trapping her crew aboard. For nearly a year
and a half, they struggled to stay alive. As all hope of rescue faded, they realized their best
chance of survival might be to set out on foot, across hundreds of miles of desolate ice, with
their lifeboats dragged behind them on sledges, in hope of reaching safety. Twenty of them
chose to stay aboard; thirteen began the trek; of them all, only two survived.Originally published
in Russia in 1917, In the Land of White Death was translated into English for the first time by the
Modern Library to widespread critical acclaim. As well as recounting Albanov’s vivid, first-person
account of his ninety-day ordeal over 235 miles of frozen sea, this expanded paperback edition
contains three newly discovered photographs and an extensive new Epilogue by David Roberts
based on the never-before-published diary of Albanov’s only fellow survivor, Alexander Konrad.
As gripping as Albanov’s own tale, the Epilogue sheds new light on the tragic events of 1912–
1914, brings to life many of those who perished (including the infamous captain Brusilov and
nurse Zhdanko, the only woman on board), and, inadvertently, reveals one new piece of
information—about the identity of the traitors who left Albanov for dead—that is absolutely
shocking.“Poetic.”—The Washington Post • “A lost masterpiece.”—Booklist • “A jewel of polar
literature.”—Seattle Post-Intelligencer • “Vivid . . . [a work of] terrifying beauty.”—The Boston
Globe 

From Library JournalPart of the "Modern Library Exploration" series, this tale of survival in the
Siberian Arctic was published in 1917 but is being translated only now. If you're thinking, "Aha,
another book inspired by Jon Krakauer's Into Thin Air," that's smart: Krakauer is series
editor.Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review"A beguiling and valuable record of polar exploration before the planes landed,
and a miraculous testament to what the human spirit can achieve. Albanov's harrowing story is a
welcome addition to the canon of polar literature."-Sara Wheeler, author of Terra IncognitaFrom
the Inside FlapIn 1912, six months after Robert Falcon Scott and four of his men came to grief in
Antarctica, a thirty-two-year-old Russian navigator named Valerian Albanov embarked on an
expedition that would prove even more disastrous. In search of new Arctic hunting grounds,
Albanov's ship, the Saint Anna, was frozen fast in the pack ice of the treacherous Kara Sea-a
misfortune grievously compounded by an incompetent commander, the absence of crucial
nautical charts, insufficient fuel, and inadequate provisions that left the crew weak and
debilitated by scurvy.For nearly a year and a half, the twenty-five men and one woman aboard
the Saint Anna endured terrible hardships and danger as the icebound ship drifted helplessly



north. Convinced that the Saint Anna would never free herself from the ice, Albanov and thirteen
crewmen left the ship in January 1914, hauling makeshift sledges and kayaks behind them
across the frozen sea, hoping to reach the distant coast of Franz Josef Land. With only a
shockingly inaccurate map to guide him, Albanov led his men on a 235-mile journey of
continuous peril, enduring blizzards, disintegrating ice floes, attacks by polar bears and walrus,
starvation, sickness, snowblindness, and mutiny. That any of the team survived is a wonder. That
Albanov kept a diary of his ninety-day ordeal-a story that Jon Krakauer calls an "astounding,
utterly compelling book," and David Roberts calls "as lean and taut as a good thriller"-is nearly
miraculous.First published in Russia in 1917, Albanov's narrative is here translated into English
for the first time. Haunting, suspenseful, and told with gripping detail, In the Land of White Death
can now rightfully take its place among the classic writings of Nansen, Scott, Cherry-Garrard,
and Shackleton. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverIn 1912, six
months after Robert Falcon Scott and four of his men came to grief in Antarctica, a thirty-two-
year-old Russian navigator named Valerian Albanov embarked on an expedition that would
prove even more disastrous. In search of new Arctic hunting grounds, Albanov's ship, the Saint
Anna, was frozen fast in the pack ice of the treacherous Kara Sea-a misfortune grievously
compounded by an incompetent commander, the absence of crucial nautical charts, insufficient
fuel, and inadequate provisions that left the crew weak and debilitated by scurvy.For nearly a
year and a half, the twenty-five men and one woman aboard the Saint Anna endured terrible
hardships and danger as the icebound ship drifted helplessly north. Convinced that the Saint
Anna would never free herself from the ice, Albanov and thirteen crewmen left the ship in
January 1914, hauling makeshift sledges and kayaks behind them across the frozen sea, hoping
to reach the distant coast of Franz Josef Land. With only a shockingly inaccurate map to guide
him, Albanov led his men on a 235-mile journey of continuous peril, enduring blizzards,
disintegrating ice floes, attacks by polar bears and walrus, starvation, sickness, snowblindness,
and mutiny. That any of the team survived is a wonder. That Albanov kept a diary of his ninety-
day ordeal-a story that Jon Krakauer calls an "astounding, utterly compelling book," and David
Roberts calls "as lean and taut as a good thriller"-is nearly miraculous.First published in Russia
in 1917, Albanov's narrative is here translated into English for the first time. Haunting,
suspenseful, and told with gripping detail, In the Land of White Death can now rightfully take its
place amongthe classic writings of Nansen, Scott, Cherry-Garrard, and Shackleton. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorValerian Albanov was born in 1881 in Voronezh,
Russia, and graduated in 1904 from the Naval College of St. Petersburg. Despite his harrowing
voyage aboard the Saint Anna, he continued going to sea until his death in 1919.Jon Krakauer is
the bestselling author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air, and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in
1998.David Roberts is the author of over a dozen books on mountaineering, exploration, and
archaeology, including, most recently, True Summit. His work regularly appears in National
Geographic Adventure, Smithsonian, and Outside, among other publications. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.How many weeks



and months have gone by since the day I left the Saint Anna and bade farewell to Lieutenant
Brusilov! Little did I know that our separation was to be forever.The ship was completely trapped
by the ice pack. She had been drifting northward for a year and a half off Franz Josef Land. In
October 1912, she had become icebound in the Kara Sea at latitude 71'45'' north, unable to
advance or retreat, at the mercy of the winds and tides.Together with thirteen other
crewmembers I left the ship to her aimless course and set off on foot toward Franz Josef Land,
in search of an inhabited shore.Although it is not overly long since I left, I find it somewhat
difficult to re-create from memory a complete picture of those dismal weeks and months on
board the Saint Anna. I have completely forgotten many incidents, but certain events remain
engraved on my memory. If the diary I had kept on the ship had been saved, my narrative would
of course have made use of its entire contents. But all the notes that I had entrusted to two
companions on the eve of my rescue disappeared with them when they failed to reach Cape
Flora on Northbrook Island in the Franz Josef archipelago. The few notes I kept on my person
are intact, and cover the period from May 14 to August 10, 1914. Here follows the excerpt from
Lieutenant Brusilov's logbook relating the events which caused our separation, and which I
submitted upon my return to the Hydrographic Bureau of Petrograd:September 9. I relieved the
navigation officer of his duties.January 9. Lengthened the Thomson sounding cable with a
makeshift wire cable, as the 400-fathom sounding line that we had at our disposal was
inadequate. Navigation Officer Albanov, whom I have relieved of his duties, asked me for
permission and materials to build a kayak in which he planned to leave the ship in the
springtime. Appreciating his difficult position on board, I gave my consent. Northern lights in the
evening.January 22. The ship's crew asked me to meet with them in their quarters, and when I
did they also requested permission to build kayaks, following the navigation officer's example.
They were afraid of spending a third winter in such perilous circumstances and with so few
provisions. At first I tried to talk them out of their plan by promising that if the ship did not break
free of the ice by the following summer, we too would abandon the ship and set off in our
lifeboats. I reminded them of the fate of the Jeannette, whose crew had been forced to cover a
far greater distance in their light craft, but had nevertheless managed to reach a safe port. My
efforts were in vain, as none of them believed the Saint Anna would ever break free again, and
their only desire was to see their homeland again. I announced that they could all make ready to
leave if that is what they wanted. A small but increasing number of them decided to stay, more
than I actually would have liked, but I did not want to force anyone to leave. Together with the
nurse, those who finally remained on board were two harpooners, the engineer, the stoker, the
steward, the cook, and two young sailors. I needed their services in any case to maintain and
run the ship. Taking their numbers into account, our supplies should last for one year, if rationed
carefully, and so in the final analysis I was quite pleased with this unexpected turn of events. My
sense of responsibility had remained intact because the others were leaving voluntarily, and had
freely chosen their fate. . . .At my request, the following paragraph explaining my reasons for
leaving the Saint Anna was added to Brusilov's logbook: "After Lieutenant Brusilov had



recovered from his long and serious illness, our relations became more and more strained to the
point of becoming intolerable in our present desperate situation. As I could not foresee a solution
to our conflict, I asked the lieutenant to relieve me of my duties as navigator. After some
reflection Lieutenant Brusilov complied with my request, for which I am extremely grateful to
him."His own account proves beyond question that I asked to leave alone. It was only on January
22 that he informed me that certain crewmembers wished to accompany me. The only reason I
wanted to leave was my personal dispute with Brusilov, whereas the others wanted to avoid
spending a third winter marooned on the ice with dwindling supplies.Now as I look back in
retrospect on my quarrel with Brusilov, I can see that the pressure of our desperate situation had
frayed our nerves to the breaking point. Our journey had been dogged by misfortune from the
very start. Serious illness, a pervasive doubt that our fortunes would soon change, the certainty
that we were at the mercy of hostile natural forces, and, finally, the growing concern about our
inadequate food supply, were grounds for all manner of disagreements and flaring tempers. The
minor frictions that a prolonged sharing of quarters inevitably produces drove us further and
further apart, and finally created an almost insurmountable barrier between us. Neither of us
made any effort to put our differences aside and let bygones be bygones. The air was electric
whenever we met; an underlying hostility became more and more evident, and senseless fits of
anger prevailed on every occasion. At times we quarreled so violently, for practically no reason
at all, that we were left speechless and had to stay away from each other to avoid more serious
outbursts. If we each had tried, after the fact, to recall exactly why we had quarreled, we would
seldom have found a legitimate reason. Even after lengthy reflection I cannot remember
whether, after September 1913, we ever once had a normal, civilized conversation! We were
always overemotional and often broke off our discussions in a rage. Today I am certain that we
would have understood one another well enough if we had both been able to stay calm. No
doubt we would have agreed that in most cases there was no cause for dispute, and that a little
mutual patience would have quickly improved our relationship. But that was impossible in our
overwrought state. In spite of everything, however, we did not part on bad terms. The odd,
unbalanced state of mind that had prevailed on the ship now seems hard to fathom. . . .The Saint
Anna had been very well fitted out and stocked with supplies for eighteen months. There were
only twenty-four crewmembers, but our supplies had been calculated for thirty. So for the time
being there was no danger of shortages. During the first year, moreover, our bear hunting had
been quite successful, and had added considerably to our provisions. We could therefore
assume that strict management of our resources would allow the entire crew an additional year's
grace, until December 1914. Bountiful hunting might have improved our situation somewhat, but
in the second year we had encountered absolutely no animals to hunt, so there was no good
reason to count on this.Early in 1914, moreover, we realized that it would be impossible to free
the Saint Anna from the ice; at best, we would drift until the autumn of 1915, more than three
years after we had departed Alexandrovsk.* If we stayed on board, starvation would become a
real threat by January 1915, if not sooner. In the darkness of the long polar night, a struggle



against hunger carries no hope of salvation. During this season, hunting is out of the question,
as all animals are in hibernation. The only certainty for those trapped in its realm is that "white
death" lies in wait for them.Although a large number of crewmen were abandoning the vessel at
a time when conditions for traveling and hunting were at their most favorable, and were taking
with them two months' supplies—mainly ship's biscuits—those staying on board the Saint Anna
would still have enough provisions to last them comfortably until the autumn of 1915. We
assumed also that the ship would, in the meantime, eventually be able to reach open water
somewhere between Greenland and Svalbard. --This text refers to the paperback edition.In the
early 20th-century era of daring polar exploration, the less-trumpeted fishing and hunting
expeditions went largely unrecorded. Except, that is, for a recently discovered tale about a
Russian hunter and his shipmate. Valerian Albanov's account of his 18-month-long survival in
the Siberian Arctic remained unknown until a group of polar-literature enthusiasts rediscovered it
in 1997. Translated into English for the first time, In the Land of White Death competes with the
adventures of famed heroes Robert Falcon Scott, Apsley Cherry-Garrard, and Ernest
Shackleton. And like Scott's and Cherry-Garrard's narratives, Albanov's tale is penned from a
diary he kept during his remarkable ordeal.Albanov's epic begins in 1914, after he leaves the
Saint Anna, a sailing vessel bound for Vladivostok and new hunting territory, 7,000 miles across
dangerous water. Only a few months into the voyage, the ship is trapped in pack ice, where it
drifts helplessly with the Kara Sea ice flow for nearly one and a half years. With supplies
dwindling and no hope of rescue, Albanov, the ship's navigator, and 13 of his colleagues leave
the boat and the remaining crew to look for land. Outfitted with sleds and kayaks built from
scavenged fragments of the Saint Anna, Albanov begins his 18-month trek to Franz Josef Land
with a broken chronometer, scant supplies, and a team of inexperienced men.Facing starvation,
subzero temperatures, and the loss of most of his team, Albanov persists, searching for an
outpost rumored to be at Cape Flora, 120 miles from his original starting point. He and his last
surviving shipmate survive a litany of amazing mishaps: asleep on an ice flow, they are dumped
into frozen water while bound in a sleeping bag; scurvy nearly kills Albanov only a few miles from
his destination; and once help arrives, they're caught in the first skirmishes of World War I, a
conflict of which they had no knowledge.Albanov's experience is a brief, gripping account of a
story that rivals the greatest survival tales in history. The diary style of his tale preserves its
emotional authenticity as he trudges his way across the frozen Arctic, and his knack for clear
detail only highlights the unbelievable fact that Albanov was lucid enough to write at all during
his winter march across a deadly landscape. --Lolly Merrell--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistAlbanov's annals record his retreat in 1914 to civilization
from a disastrous voyage into the Arctic Ocean. First published in Russian in 1917, the book has
languished in oblivion, perhaps overshadowed by the Russian Revolution, or perhaps because
ship and crew were hunters, not explorers. Its first U.S. publication, as part of Modern Library's
Exploration series, edited by Into Thin Air author Jon Krakauer, capitalizes on the growing
popularity of adventure books in general and on the taste for polar exploits in particular.



Albanov's story begins with his admission of his motivation for leaving the Santa Anna: conflict
with his captain. By early 1914, the ship and crew, who had sailed for new hunting grounds off
Siberia, had drifted in ice for two winters. Ten men joined Albanov in man-hauling sledges and
kayaks toward the nearest known land: Franz Josef Land, an archipelago hundreds of miles
south. The ensuing ordeal, during which Albanov kept the diary that became this book,
tormented the men with cold, blizzards, and hunger. No mere describer of discomfort, Albanov
reflects on the gradations by which men adjust to them, along with their gyrations of hope and
despair of survival on ice that drifts and splits. Though not a braggart, Albanov also notes his
singular leadership in cajoling an increasingly lethargic group to press on despite deaths, one
incident of thievery, and multiple disheartening setbacks. His understated sorrow at the lost
lives, and thankfulness for his own and one fellow survivor's deliverance, will not release readers
until the final page. As said in the introduction by David Roberts, Albanov's work truly merits
inclusion with the writings of Shackleton and Scott in the canon of polar literature. A 100,000 first
printing should help generate the attention this lost masterpiece deserves. Gilbert
TaylorCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyBetween 1912 and 1914, as navigator
aboard the doomed Santa Anna, Albanov completed one of the most amazing journeys in the
history of Arctic exploration. After the Russian ship became frozen in the polar ice cap, Albanov
led 13 members of his ship's crew across the ice and back to civilization. A friend convinced him
to publish the harrowing account of how he survived. Although the book was originally published
in Russian in 1917, and subsequently translated into French and German, this is its first
translation into English. This is a particularly surprising turn, considering the quality of Albanov's
writing. Fast-paced yet descriptive, Albanov's prose skillfully depicts the Siberian arctic so the
reader can envision his plight. Albanov resists the temptation to embellish his situation, keeping
his account true to the diary he kept while making the journey. The reader ends up sympathizing
with, but not feeling sorry for, the author, who made the return voyage using makeshift sledges
and kayaks and broken navigational equipment, and who dealt with a team of incompetent
companions, all but one of whom died on the journey. Here is a vivid portrait of a courageous
leader, a skilled explorer and a practical problem solver. 100,000 first printing. (Oct.)Copyright
2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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Valerian Ivanovich AlbanovVALERIAN ALBANOVIN THE LANDOF WHITEDEATHAn Epic Story
of Survival in theSiberian ArcticPREFACE BY JON KRAKAUERINTRODUCTION BY DAVID
ROBERTSALISON ANDERSON, TRANSLATORWITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL FROM
WILLIAM BARR’STRANSLATION FROM THE RUSSIANT H E M O D E R N L I B R A
R YN E W Y O R K2000 Modern Library EditionEnglish translation and About the
Authorcopyright © 2000 by Random House, Inc.Preface copyright © 2000 by Jon
KrakauerIntroduction copyright © 2000 by David RobertsMaps copyright © 2000 by David
Lindroth, Inc.All rights reserved under International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions.
Published in the United States by Random House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in
Canada by Random House of Canada Limited, Toronto.Grateful acknowledgment is made to
William Barr for permission to incorporate some material from his largely unpublished English
translation of In the Land of White Death by Valerian Albanov.Copyright © 2000 by William Barr.
Used by permission.Modern Library is a registered trademark of Random House, Inc.Interior
photos courtesy of the Arctic and Antarctic Museum of St. PetersburgModern Library website
address:www.modernlibrary.comv3.0_r2CONTENTSPreface by Jon KrakauerIntroduction by
David RobertsMapsWHY I LEFT THE SAINT ANNAPREPARATIONS FOR THE SLEDGE
EXPEDITIONLAST DAY ON BOARD THE SAINT ANNAOVER THE POLAR ICE PACKDEATH
OF SAILOR BAYEV, FURTHER DISCOURAGEMENT, EXHAUSTIONDRIFTING
SOUTHWARDLAND HO!ALEXANDRA LANDTHE FATEFUL JOURNEY TO CAPE
FLORACAPE FLORA, JACKSON AND ZIEGLER’S CAMPPREPARING TO WINTER OVER AT
CAPE FLORASHIP AHOY!LEAVING FRANZ JOSEF LANDAcknowledgmentsIndexMap from
Farthest North by Fridtjof NansenPREFACEJon KrakauerWhen Robert Falcon Scott perished on
an Antarctic glacier in 1912, just eleven miles from salvation, he was venerated as one of the
foremost fallen heroes in the history of the British Empire. There is scarcely a schoolboy in all of
Britannia who can’t recite the story of Scott’s ill-starred quest by heart.Three years after Scott so
famously came to grief, an expedition to Antarctica under the leadership of Ernest Shackleton
seemed headed for a similarly grim end. Shackleton’s ship, the Endurance, was crushed by ice
and sank, leaving twenty-eight men stranded on the frozen Weddell Sea. Shackleton, however,
managed to deliver his entire team to safety, by means of an audacious eight-hundred-mile
voyage across the gale-ravaged South Atlantic Ocean in a puny open lifeboat. This near-
miraculous journey was recently made familiar to millions of readers by such deservedly popular
books as Endurance, by Alfred Lansing, and The Endurance, by Caroline Alexander.
Shackleton’s name became synonymous with courage, tenacity, and brilliant leadership under
pressure.All of which begs the question: If Scott and Shackleton have attained such posthumous
stature and renown, why is Valerian Ivanovich Albanov all but unknown to the world?Albanov
was a Russian navigator. In 1912, six months after the death of Scott, he set sail from
Alexandrovsk (present-day Murmansk) as second in command on the good ship Saint Anna,
bound for Vladivostok, 7,000 miles away, across treacherous Arctic waters. Some two years
before Shackleton’s Endurance was beset by pack ice off Antarctica, Albanov’s Saint Anna was



likewise trapped at the opposite end of the globe, in the frozen Kara Sea. Eighteen months later,
with supplies running perilously low and his vessel more firmly locked in the ice than ever,
Albanov abandoned ship and led thirteen men southward in a desperate fight for survival.The
trials Albanov endured as he struggled his way back to civilization were every bit as harrowing
as those faced by Shackleton. And Albanov’s story is perhaps even more riveting to read,
because it is told in Albanov’s own voice, as entries in a daily journal. (In contrast, the recent
bestselling accounts of Shackleton’s ordeal—though wonderful—were written many decades
after the fact, by authors who weren’t present during the events they describe.) Albanov,
moreover, turned out to be both a gifted writer and an uncommonly honest diarist. He wrote a
spare, astounding, utterly compelling book that—thanks to bad luck and the vagaries of history—
vanished into the recesses of twentieth-century letters.But it remains in the shadows no longer.
Here, published in English for the first time, is In the Land of White Death. More than eighty
years after Albanov wrote this tour de force, there is reason to hope that he might finally receive
the recognition he deserves.——JON KRAKAUER is the bestselling author of Into the Wild and
Into Thin Air, and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 1998.The Saint Anna upon its departure
from St. PetersburgINTRODUCTIONDavid RobertsHow is it possible that the story of the 1912–
14 voyage of the Saint Anna, one of the most tragic and heroic episodes in Arctic annals,
remains virtually unknown outside of Russia? Even more regrettable, how can it be that the
narrative of that expedition, written by one of its two survivors, Valerian Ivanovich Albanov, lurks
in a limbo of historical obscurity? For Albanov’s account is one of the rare masterpieces of polar
literature, deserving of comparison with the classic texts of Fridtjof Nansen, Robert Falcon Scott,
Apsley Cherry-Garrard, and Sir Ernest Shackleton. Yet with this edition, Albanov appears in
English for the first time.Although I have been a devotee of Arctic and Antarctic exploration for
three decades, until 1997 I had never heard a word about the ill-starred journey of the Saint
Anna, commanded by Georgiy Brusilov, nor of Albanov’s daring flight from the doomed ship
across the ice in quest of salvation. In Jeannette Mirsky’s definitive history of northern
exploration, To the Arctic!, Brusilov’s expedition merits a mere sentence and a half, and that only
to record the fruitless search for the lost party by a more famous explorer.Three years ago, a
French publisher, Michel Guérin, recommended to me an obscure book, published in French in
1928, called Au pays de la mort blanche. He in turn had been tipped off by Christian de Marliave,
a seasoned explorer and connoisseur of polar literature. At Harvard’s Widener Library, I found a
copy of this French edition of Albanov, whose account in Russian was originally published in
1917. During the sixty-eight years the book had stood in the Widener stacks, it had never been
checked out!I read Albanov with a sense of awe laced with a growing excitement, for it is a
stunning revelation to discover a great work in a field of writing in which one thinks one knows all
the canonic books. It is thus a pleasure to introduce this neglected narrative to a new audience,
and to muse on what circumstances allowed Albanov to write so vividly about the Arctic
nightmare he barely survived.There are reasons why the Saint Anna story has slipped through
the cracks. A moderately experienced navigator in northern waters, Brusilov was uninterested in



exploration for its own sake. The rationale for his expedition was to find new hunting grounds for
walrus, seal, polar bear, and whale. The enterprise seems to have been jinxed from the start. A
trusted friend whom Brusilov wished to make second in command, and who was bringing with
him much-needed expedition funds, a doctor, and a small library of Arctic books, failed to reach
the port of Alexandrovsk in time to embark. Brusilov was delayed and impoverished by an
absurd Russian law that levied a crushing tax on any ship purchased in another country (in the
Saint Anna’s case, Great Britain). As he filled his ship with twenty-three crewmates, he managed
to recruit only five genuine sailors. The rest of the team members were at best professional
hunters, at worst opportunists hoping to strike it rich in the fur trade.Brusilov was demoralized by
his setbacks. In his last letter, mailed to his mother from Alexandrovsk, he wrote, “Here we have
had nothing but disagreements. . . . The ambiance was dismal: one man who fell ill, others who
refused to embark. . . .”Nevertheless, Brusilov launched his voyage in a state of blasé
overconfidence that in retrospect seems unfathomable. In proposing to emerge at Vladivostok,
the captain intended to make only the second successful traverse of the Northeast Passage.
Like its cousin, the more famous Northwest Passage ranging the Arctic Ocean north of Canada
and Alaska, the Northeast Passage had been hypothesized since the Renaissance as a shortcut
from Europe to China. The long ocean voyage to the north of Scandinavia and Siberia was first
attempted by a British expedition in 1553. The perilous traverse was not completed, however,
until 1879, by the great Swedish explorer Baron Nils Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld. During the thirty-
three years that yawned between Nordenskiöld and Brusilov, the feat had not been repeated.For
his riffraff crew of twenty-three, Brusilov loaded on board enough provisions to feed thirty men
for eighteen months, but he inexplicably failed to include adequate supplies of the antiscorbutics
of the day, such as citrus fruits. Within four months, the crew of the Saint Anna had succumbed
to a veritable plague of scurvy. Nor did Brusilov embark with nearly enough fuel to run the ship’s
engines and heat its cabins for two years. With all his delays, he set out on August 28, 1912, a
date so late in the summer that it guaranteed the ship would be trapped in the ice.At the last
minute, Brusilov took on board a young woman named Yerminiya Zhdanko, even though the
presence of females on Arctic expeditions was virtually unprecedented. With some training as a
nurse, Zhdanko, Brusilov thought, might serve in place of the absent doctor. The fatal
casualness with which the whole team approached the journey emerges poignantly in a letter
the woman wrote her father shortly before embarking:The brother of Ksénia [i.e., Brusilov] has
bought a boat, a schooner, it seems. He’s organizing an expedition to Arkhangel’sk and is
inviting passengers (it was even announced in the papers) in the event that there are enough
cabins. This will take two or three weeks and I’ll come home from Arkhangel’sk by train. The goal
of the expedition, it seems, is to hunt walruses, bears, etc. . . . and then they’ll try to traverse to
Vladivostok, but you can be sure, none of that concerns me.Seduced by the delight of the first
leg of the journey, Zhdanko stayed aboard and sailed on to her icebound death sentence.Above
all, Brusilov underestimated the treachery of the Kara Sea, the frigid ocean north of the delta of
the river Ob. As Jeannette Mirsky writes, “Since sailors first looked on the Kara Sea, it was never



mentioned without an adjective denoting dread or terror; it is the ‘ice-cellar.’ ” Yet Brusilov
cavalierly coasted into this trap on September 4. By October 15, the Saint Anna was locked in
sea ice.At this point, the party was still close to land, for the Yamal Peninsula protruded just east
of the ship. On a shore excursion, crewmen had found the fresh tracks of sleds pulled by the
reindeer of the Samoyeds, nomadic natives of Siberia. Had the team abandoned the ship and
fled south into the interior, every last member’s life would likely have been spared. But Brusilov
had not set out along the Northeast Passage to quit at the first setback. It was almost routine for
a ship in Arctic waters to be frozen in for the winter, only to be disgorged into open sea in the
next summer’s thaw; Nordenskiöld himself had endured just such an immobilization.So the Saint
Anna drifted in lazy zigzags north. The team wintered over in the ice, but when the summer of
1913 came and went without freeing the ship, the disheartened crew faced the inevitability of a
second winter in their Arctic prison. After a year and a half, the ship had drifted north some 2,400
miles from where it had frozen in. It had been sixteen months since the crew had last sighted
land. At a latitude of 82°58´, in fact, the Saint Anna lay north of any terra firma in the Eastern
Hemisphere.By January 1914, there was mutiny in the air. Although there was plenty of food still
on board, the coal and wood had been exhausted. The only source of heat and light was a putrid
mixture of bear and seal fat with machine oil that burned with a smoky sputter. Virtually every
crewmember had been incapacitated for long stretches with scurvy. To more than half the team,
the prospect of waiting for a second summer’s deliverance seemed tantamount to resigning
themselves to the “white death” of Albanov’s title.Second in command as chief navigation officer,
Valerian Albanov was, at thirty-two, three years older than his captain, with more experience in
Arctic waters. By early 1914, Brusilov and his navigator had been at serious odds for months. As
Albanov writes, every time the two men made contact, “the air was electric.” Albanov had
become convinced that the only chance for survival was to leave the ship and head, however
desperately, by ski and sledge and kayak for Franz Josef Land, which the team knew lay
somewhere to the south.The only map of these little-known precincts the team possessed was a
page from Fridtjof Nansen’s Farthest North, nearly twenty years out of date, with most of the
Franz Josef islands indicated by hypothetical dotted lines. Had Brusilov done his homework, or
had the Arctic library his comrade intended to bring aboard the ship actually arrived, the captain
would have known that in 1900, after reaching a new farthest north, the great Italian explorer the
Duke of the Abruzzi had left an ample depot of supplies on Prince Rudolf Island, the most
northerly (and for the team, the nearest) land in all of the Franz Josef archipelago. That
knowledge alone might have saved the team’s lives.On January 9, 1914, Albanov requested
permission from the commander he had come to hate to build a kayak. It was his intention to flee
the ship on his own, but within the month, many of his teammates were inspired to follow his
example. Brusilov consented, mindful of how much longer the dwindling food supply would last
with half his crewmembers gone.It would have been one thing had a foresighted captain stowed
kayaks and sledges aboard for just such an emergency. Instead, Albanov and his cronies had to
improvise kayaks and sledges out of the materials at hand. It is a testimonial to these sailors’



remarkable craftsmanship that a pair of kayaks and a pair of sledges ultimately held up till very
near the end of the ordeal.On April 10, 1914, Albanov and thirteen companions set off across
the sea ice, leaving the Saint Anna behind. Three of the party soon thought better of their flight
and returned to the ship. With him, Albanov carried a copy of Brusilov’s log, which recorded in
brief, unimaginative entries the appalling year and a half of helpless drift.The reader may well
wonder why Brusilov and so many of his teammates were content to linger on board the ice-
locked ship. One piece of Arctic history the captain did know was the strange fate of the
Jeannette, an American ship that had been trapped by ice in 1879 north of eastern Siberia. A
year and a half later, the polar pack dealt its death blow to the Jeannette, crushing and sinking
her. Forced to head for land six hundred miles away, thirteen of the party’s thirty-three men,
including the expedition leader, perished either on the ice or in improvised refuges on forlorn
shores.Three years after this disaster, recognizable pieces of the Jeannette washed up on the
shores of Greenland. Thus explorers learned of the unexpected large-scale currents that
governed the drift of polar ice. In 1893, in what was arguably the boldest Arctic expedition ever
launched, the visionary Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen took advantage of this discovery to
prosecute a wildly ambitious attempt on the North Pole.Nansen had a ship designed with a
shallow, rounded keel, so that instead of being gripped and crushed by the ice, it would be thrust
upward by the pressure of the floes. Then he sailed off north of Siberia with the deliberate aim of
getting the Fram frozen into the pack. The design worked: The ship’s keel slid safely above the
frozen sea. After the Fram had drifted erratically northwest for a year and a half, Nansen and a
single companion set off with dogs to ski to the Pole. They had no hope of regaining the
ship.After twenty-six days, the two men reached a new farthest north of 86°13.6´, but fickle
southerly currents defeated them. Undaunted, Nansen and his partner made their way south to
Franz Josef Land, wintered over a third time, and made their way to an outpost at Cape Flora,
where an English explorer had built huts. They were picked up by a passing ship in August 1896.
Meanwhile, the Fram, just as planned, had drifted with the ice all the way across the Arctic and
was released unharmed into the Atlantic.On board the Saint Anna, Nansen’s magisterial
account of that expedition, Farthest North, had become a kind of bible. Albanov had read certain
passages so many times he had virtually memorized them. And Brusilov loitered on deck toward
his second icebound summer in the serene faith that the drifting pack would liberate the Saint
Anna just as it had the Fram.——Most of the finest polar narratives are leisurely, richly detailed,
grandly symphonic works (Apsley Cherry-Garrard’s The Worst Journey in the World, the
definitive account of Scott’s tragic 1910–13 Antarctic expedition, runs to 643 pages in the
Penguin edition). In the Land of White Death, however, is as lean and taut as a good thriller. One
of the felicities of Albanov’s book is his decision to begin his account with his departure from the
Saint Anna on April 10, 1914. The whole of the dolorous but uneventful drift of the ship frozen
into the ice the author wisely ignores.Thus the book narrows its focus to the ninety-day ordeal
during which, commanded by Albanov, ten men struggled through unimaginable hardships and
dangers to traverse 235 miles of frozen sea, open leads, glaciers, and island shores to gain the



same Cape Flora that had proved Nansen’s deliverance. Among other accomplishments,
Albanov’s escape was a brilliant feat of navigation, for with only a faulty chronometer, he had no
way of divining an accurate longitude. During one agonizing moment midway in the journey, the
pilot had to guess whether the whole of Franz Josef Land lay east or west of him. He guessed
east, and he was right.Albanov was a born leader. Without him, the other men would have died
early on. Growing sick of the tedious alternation of kayaking open leads with the sledges as
baggage and man-hauling the sledges with kayaks stowed, five of the men urged abandoning
both kayaks and sledges and skiing hell-bent for land. Albanov not only recognized that course
as suicidal folly, but managed to convince his followers of the fact.There is no denying Albanov’s
compassion: The sleepless vigils as he awaits absent colleagues, the retracing of his hard-won
path to hunt for stragglers, give proof of his humanity. Yet at the same time, he must have been
an autocratic and headstrong leader. In an age when interpersonal conflicts were politely veiled
in public accounts, Albanov makes no secret of his disdain for Brusilov. Even more strikingly
(and this is another strength of the book), Albanov rails in print against the apathy and
incompetence of his teammates, despite the fact that as he writes in 1917, they are all but one
dead. Thus “My companions are no better than children”; they are “foolish”; “I am sure they are
capable of anything.” When one crewman carelessly loses an invaluable Remington rifle,
Albanov is so outraged that he strikes out at any teammate who crosses his path.The hazards of
that ninety-day journey, from being chased by walruses to falling through thin ice into the
numbing sea, make up a gauntlet of continuous peril. The ups and downs of hope and despair
measure out the psychological agon of the voyage. And the sheer mystery of the fate of missing
comrades haunts the reader just as it haunts Albanov.Yet many a dramatic Arctic ordeal has
produced only a plodding expedition book. What is the secret of Albanov’s all-but-unconscious
genius as narrator?The style is plain and direct, though rich in concrete detail. Yet in the breast
of the plainspoken chronicler there also abides the soul of a poet. One of the finest passages in
the book is the lyrical outburst Albanov delivers upon reaching land for the first time in almost
two years. The cacophonous birdsong sounds “the hymn of life and the hymn of existence”; tiny
yellow flowers were “greeting us again with their pure and charming splendor”; even the sight of
innumerable small stones gleaming in the sun imparts an unspeakable joy. Yet there hangs over
this idyll the unguessed tribulation of the future—for the land would prove far more fatal to
Albanov’s men than the sea.With all the hindsight available to him as he took up his pen in 1917,
Albanov cunningly resisted the temptation to foreshadow or moralize. He had kept a diary
throughout his excruciating escape. In his book, he recasts the narrative as that diary, though
without doubt the entries have been enhanced and polished (exhausted men do not write lyrical
odes to refulgent nature). The effect of this strategy is to recapture in all its tense uncertainty the
drama of never knowing whether a given day’s actions lead one closer to safety or to death. At
the most optimistic moments, the cruel Arctic knocks Albanov’s party flat; yet in the depths of
their discouragement, it unveils a corridor of hope.Moreover, Albanov seems blessed with an
inborn knack for metaphor. In the midst of his closest call, the iceberg on which he and his last



partner, Alexander Konrad, have taken refuge cracks open and dumps the two men, trapped in a
double sleeping bag, into the sea. Albanov likens their plight to that of “kittens thrown together in
a sack to be drowned.” The most ordinary turns in the party’s grim trek push Albanov to an
apostrophic eloquence, as when he hears a teammate exhort the moribund Shpakovsky, “Do
you want to join Nilsen?”—the teammate who had died the day before. There follows an inspired
pensée in which Albanov analyzes the small increments by which exhaustion leads to death.
The passage serves as well as Albanov’s implicit prayer for deliverance.By the time his book
was published, Albanov had only two years to live. Having survived, through improvisatory pluck
and heroic perseverance, one of the most deadly of all Arctic ordeals, Albanov would perish in
1919—in only his thirty-eighth year. By some accounts he died of typhoid fever; others report
that he was killed absurdly when a boxcar loaded with munitions blew up in a Russian train
station. His fellow survivor, Alexander Konrad, lived until 1940.Of the nine men who died trying
to reach Cape Flora; of the thirteen, including Brusilov and Yerminiya Zhdanko, who stayed
aboard the Saint Anna; of the doomed ship itself—not a trace was ever found.——DAVID
ROBERTS is the author of over a dozen books on mountaineering, exploration, and
archaeology, including, most recently, True Summit. His work regularly appears in National
Geographic Adventure, Smithsonian, and Outside, among other publications.v3.0WHY I LEFT
THE SAINT ANNAHow many weeks and months have gone by since the day I left the Saint
Anna and bade farewell to Lieutenant Brusilov! Little did I know that our separation was to be
forever.The ship was completely trapped by the ice pack. She had been drifting northward for a
year and a half off Franz Josef Land. In October 1912, she had become icebound in the Kara
Sea at latitude 71°45´ north, unable to advance or retreat, at the mercy of the winds and
tides.Together with thirteen other crewmembers I left the ship to her aimless course and set off
on foot toward Franz Josef Land, in search of an inhabited shore.Although it is not overly long
since I left, I find it somewhat difficult to re-create from memory a complete picture of those
dismal weeks and months on board the Saint Anna. I have completely forgotten many incidents,
but certain events remain engraved on my memory. If the diary I had kept on the ship had been
saved, my narrative would of course have made use of its entire contents. But all the notes that I
had entrusted to two companions on the eve of my rescue disappeared with them when they
failed to reach Cape Flora on Northbrook Island in the Franz Josef archipelago. The few notes I
kept on my person are intact, and cover the period from May 14 to August 10, 1914. Here follows
the excerpt from Lieutenant Brusilov’s logbook relating the events which caused our separation,
and which I submitted upon my return to the Hydrographic Bureau of Petrograd:September 9. I
relieved the navigation officer of his duties.January 9. Lengthened the Thomson sounding cable
with a makeshift wire cable, as the 400-fathom sounding line that we had at our disposal was
inadequate. Navigation Officer Albanov, whom I have relieved of his duties, asked me for
permission and materials to build a kayak in which he planned to leave the ship in the
springtime. Appreciating his difficult position on board, I gave my consent. Northern lights in the
evening.January 22. The ship’s crew asked me to meet with them in their quarters, and when I



did they also requested permission to build kayaks, following the navigation officer’s example.
They were afraid of spending a third winter in such perilous circumstances and with so few
provisions. At first I tried to talk them out of their plan by promising that if the ship did not break
free of the ice by the following summer, we too would abandon the ship and set off in our
lifeboats. I reminded them of the fate of the Jeannette, whose crew had been forced to cover a
far greater distance in their light craft, but had nevertheless managed to reach a safe port. My
efforts were in vain, as none of them believed the Saint Anna would ever break free again, and
their only desire was to see their homeland again. I announced that they could all make ready to
leave if that is what they wanted. A small but increasing number of them decided to stay, more
than I actually would have liked, but I did not want to force anyone to leave. Together with the
nurse, those who finally remained on board were two harpooners, the engineer, the stoker, the
steward, the cook, and two young sailors. I needed their services in any case to maintain and
run the ship. Taking their numbers into account, our supplies should last for one year, if rationed
carefully, and so in the final analysis I was quite pleased with this unexpected turn of events. My
sense of responsibility had remained intact because the others were leaving voluntarily, and had
freely chosen their fate. . . .At my request, the following paragraph explaining my reasons for
leaving the Saint Anna was added to Brusilov’s logbook: “After Lieutenant Brusilov had
recovered from his long and serious illness, our relations became more and more strained to the
point of becoming intolerable in our present desperate situation. As I could not foresee a solution
to our conflict, I asked the lieutenant to relieve me of my duties as navigator. After some
reflection Lieutenant Brusilov complied with my request, for which I am extremely grateful to
him.”His own account proves beyond question that I asked to leave alone. It was only on January
22 that he informed me that certain crewmembers wished to accompany me. The only reason I
wanted to leave was my personal dispute with Brusilov, whereas the others wanted to avoid
spending a third winter marooned on the ice with dwindling supplies.Now as I look back in
retrospect on my quarrel with Brusilov, I can see that the pressure of our desperate situation had
frayed our nerves to the breaking point. Our journey had been dogged by misfortune from the
very start. Serious illness, a pervasive doubt that our fortunes would soon change, the certainty
that we were at the mercy of hostile natural forces, and, finally, the growing concern about our
inadequate food supply, were grounds for all manner of disagreements and flaring tempers. The
minor frictions that a prolonged sharing of quarters inevitably produces drove us further and
further apart, and finally created an almost insurmountable barrier between us. Neither of us
made any effort to put our differences aside and let bygones be bygones. The air was electric
whenever we met; an underlying hostility became more and more evident, and senseless fits of
anger prevailed on every occasion. At times we quarreled so violently, for practically no reason
at all, that we were left speechless and had to stay away from each other to avoid more serious
outbursts. If we each had tried, after the fact, to recall exactly why we had quarreled, we would
seldom have found a legitimate reason. Even after lengthy reflection I cannot remember
whether, after September 1913, we ever once had a normal, civilized conversation! We were



always overemotional and often broke off our discussions in a rage. Today I am certain that we
would have understood one another well enough if we had both been able to stay calm. No
doubt we would have agreed that in most cases there was no cause for dispute, and that a little
mutual patience would have quickly improved our relationship. But that was impossible in our
overwrought state. In spite of everything, however, we did not part on bad terms. The odd,
unbalanced state of mind that had prevailed on the ship now seems hard to fathom. . . .——The
Saint Anna had been very well fitted out and stocked with supplies for eighteen months. There
were only twenty-four crewmembers, but our supplies had been calculated for thirty. So for the
time being there was no danger of shortages. During the first year, moreover, our bear hunting
had been quite successful, and had added considerably to our provisions. We could therefore
assume that strict management of our resources would allow the entire crew an additional year’s
grace, until December 1914. Bountiful hunting might have improved our situation somewhat, but
in the second year we had encountered absolutely no animals to hunt, so there was no good
reason to count on this.Early in 1914, moreover, we realized that it would be impossible to free
the Saint Anna from the ice; at best, we would drift until the autumn of 1915, more than three
years after we had departed Alexandrovsk.* If we stayed on board, starvation would become a
real threat by January 1915, if not sooner. In the darkness of the long polar night, a struggle
against hunger carries no hope of salvation. During this season, hunting is out of the question,
as all animals are in hibernation. The only certainty for those trapped in its realm is that “white
death” lies in wait for them.* Having drifted north almost to latitude 83°, the Saint Anna had no
chance of breaking loose from the ice pack in the summer of 1914. The ship’s only hope of
deliverance lay in a westward drift toward the Atlantic through the winter of 1914 to 1915. See
Introduction.Although a large number of crewmen were abandoning the vessel at a time when
conditions for traveling and hunting were at their most favorable, and were taking with them two
months’ supplies—mainly ship’s biscuits—those staying on board the Saint Anna would still
have enough provisions to last them comfortably until the autumn of 1915. We assumed also
that the ship would, in the meantime, eventually be able to reach open water somewhere
between Greenland and Svalbard.Would our departure compromise the running of the ship?
Brusilov himself was of the opinion that a crew of ten was quite sufficient to man her, even on the
open sea. On the other hand, our departure would add one other appreciable advantage to the
rationing of supplies, namely the saving of fuel, which was perilously scarce.There was not a
single log or piece of coal left on board; all we had left for heating was bear fat and seal blubber
mixed with machine oil. The samovar was kept boiling with wood from cabin walls and other
nonstructural parts of the ship. During the winter of 1913 to 1914, the entire crew lived in two
cabins aft, an upper one that was smaller and colder, and another on a lower deck that was quite
warm because it also served as the galley. After our departure everyone would be able to live in
that lower cabin, which would greatly simplify the heating problem. Their health would improve
as a result, since the temperature of the other cabin rarely rose above 41° Fahrenheit during the
day and easily dropped below 28° Fahrenheit at night.Given all these circumstances, the



lieutenant could only look on our departure as a blessing that would be to everyone’s benefit.
Nevertheless, the same uncertain future faced us all. No one could foresee who would succeed
in this unequal struggle against the treacherous Arctic elements.PREPARATIONS FOR THE
SLEDGE EXPEDITIONMy preparations began on January 10, 1914. There was plenty to do.
Eventually we had to build seven sledges and seven kayaks, prepare our clothing, sew and
repair our boots, gather together all the supplies and think of a thousand things at once.
Because we lacked essential materials and proper tools, the work was extraordinarily difficult.
The wood made available to us was of poor quality. We had to manufacture rivets from copper
scrap; we even had to make many of the tools we required. The many wooden pieces we sawed
for each kayak were first joined together with rivets, and then lashed firmly with strong twine.
When fully assembled, the entire wooden skeleton was also wrapped with the twine, and then
covered with canvas cut from spare sails. All this work was carried out deep in the ship’s hold,
where the temperature dipped as low as —36° Fahrenheit, by the faint glow of seal-oil lamps,
which we called “smudge pots” because they gave off more smoke than light. Most of the work
was delicate and painstaking, so it had to be done with bare hands despite the terrible cold. Our
fingers quickly became chilled to the bone and we would have to warm them repeatedly over the
lamps. In the bitter subzero temperatures, it was particularly excruciating to rivet the kayaks and
sew the sailcloth that covered them. Our homemade needles were so cold to the touch that they
burned like red-hot iron and blistered our fingertips. We worked from early morning until late at
night, and gradually the hold was filled with kayaks and sledges. We lightened the hard work by
telling jokes and singing songs.Each kayak was designed to carry two men, as well as their
equipment and supplies, and each was given a name such as “Gull,” “Auk,” “Snow Bunting,”
“Teal,” and “Fulmar.” Due to the extreme cold of the ship’s hold, it was impossible to give the
boats a finishing coat of paint. We solved the problem by lowering the kayaks through a skylight
in the afterdeck into the relative warmth of the galley. For a week it was so crowded with kayaks
we could move around in the galley only bent double, almost on all fours.In March a small lead
opened in the ice at the bow of the ship, which widened to be twelve feet across. There we were
able to subject our small craft to sea trials, and discovered that they performed better than our
clumsy tools and materials would have allowed us to hope. The kayaks proved to be spacious
and stable. The materials were by no means suitable, admittedly, and certainly not what we
would have chosen, but we had to use whatever was at hand. For the longitudinal members of
the frames we were forced to use desiccated spruce planking stripped from the ceiling of the
mess; needless to say, these boards were not particularly strong or flexible. Most of the ribs were
fabricated from old barrel staves, so each frame had to be wrapped with twine to prevent the
wood from splintering.
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Laurie Kelley, “First-Hand Account of Polar Horror. “In the Land of White Death: An Epic Story of
Survival in the Siberian Arctic” is the true story of a harrowing journey from 1912-1914, as told by
the second-in-command himself, Valerian Ivanovich Albanov. Although published in 1917, the
book was only recently discovered after sitting in Harvard’s Weidner museum for 68 years and
never once checked out. When it was translated into English, it found a new audience. And what
a story!Seeking new hunting grounds for walrus, seal, polar bear, and whale, the Saint Anna
departed Russia with a crew of 23 in 1912. It becomes trapped in the pack ice, in the frozen Kara
Sea, and 18 months later, Albanov leads 13 men southward on foot in a fight for survival, when
local game disappears. The men had to create their own sledges, in order to haul 2,600 pounds
of goods, and even the tools to make the sledges had to be made, often in the dark hull of the
ship, with temperatures down to -36°.They suffer hideously from hunger, scurvy, lice, and snow
blindness. What makes this journal so different than polar journals from other explorers is
Albanov’s candor. While many explorers avoid talking about arguments and open rifts, Albanov
writes openly of his anger with the men he leads. “We were always overemotional and often
broke off our discussions in a rage.” With an indifferent captain, Albanov becomes the de factor
leader and makes the most difficult decisions, of how to travel, where to travel and with whom.
He and another man are eventually rescued after two years of misery. All the others were lost
and the ship never found. This is a short read, packed with great information, history about the
Arctic and about other polar explorers, and leadership under extreme duress.”

Douglas Terry, “A tail of survival. This is a story of survival in the Artic. In the early 20th century
the author sailed as navigator on an ill fated voyage into the Artic. The ship became locked in
ice and eventually the author (of the dairy detailing this story) left the ship with several other men
to try to reach islands to their south from which they might be rescued. They had a very rough
go of it to say the least with bad ice, lack of food and necessities and attacks by polar bears and
walrus. At times the story did seem to become somewhat repetitious with their hardships and
could be a bit depressing and a bit long. But after all the hardships and disappointments the
author and his companion were taken aboard a ship and got back to Russia. The story was well
written. The characters were generally developed. For the most part the editing was good.
There were some annoying run togethers in this Kindle version, especially in the earlier parts of
the book, for example "before meto revealed" for :before me to reveal" The intended line was
generally obvious with a 2nd look but could be initially confusing especially when the run
together occurred at a line break.”

Michael Goeller, “Great read during a snowstorm or a Polar Vortex. This is an incredible tale of
survival, written in a spare style so appropriate to the setting. Picture this: it is 1913 and your
ship has been stuck in Arctic ice for over a year, drifting with the floe further north each month.



Fearing that you will not escape this icebound existence in the coming year, you decide to get
some of your more hardy shipmates together and try to walk to land across the frozen Arctic
Ocean, carrying over a month's worth of supplies by sledge and some handmade kayaks to
make the final crossing to land. Besides the arduous task of dragging yourself and supplies
across the ice, you and your crew face blizzard conditions, polar bears, surprisingly dangerous
walruses, malnutrition, and all sorts of surprising challenges (including the dangers of vitamin A
poisoning from eating polar bear liver - warning to the wise). Knowing that this is a true story
makes it all the more compelling. I read this book every time the winter weather gets me down,
just to remind myself that things could be worse than suffering through a week with the Polar
Vortex.  Highly recommended.”

Paxson Woelber, “An essential part of polar literature. This is a different breed of polar literature.
"In the Land of White Death" has none of the operatic heroism and tragedy that permeates polar
classics like "The Worst Journey in the World", "Mawson's Will", or "Endurance". Albanov was
under no illusions of grandeur: the party he was a member of were simply looking for new
hunting grounds, and Albanov is keenly aware that if they die out on the ice it will be inglorious,
miserable, and pointless, helping nobody and in service of nothing.This brutal lack of
sentimentality is what makes "In the Land of White Death" so unique and so important in the
polar canon. Albanov continually rages against the men under his leadership for their stupidity,
laziness, and treachery. His writing is honest, direct, terse, and immensely readable. In fact, this
is probably the only great polar story that could be read in a long day or a couple
afternoons.Many of those who died during the "golden age" of polar exploration were revered as
national heroes. When the bodies of S. A. Andrée and his crew were returned to Sweden in 1930
after an absurd attempt to hot air balloon to the North Pole, the streets were packed with one of
the biggest acts of public mourning in the nation's history. History has been far less kind to these
explorations; what was once seen as bravery is now often viewed as hubris and startling
incompetence. "In the Land of White Death" captures all of that long before historians had a
chance to reevaluate polar literature. Albanov writes with an emotional clarity that was decades
ahead of its time.”

Alfredo Hamill, “The real heroes are sometime virtually unknown!. The book description offered
by the publisher is really quite an accurate account of this book. I've read numerous books on
Scott, Amundsen, Shackleton and Mawson, but the hero of this story is really better than most of
these! Amundsen was such a good explorer that he made it seem too easy, and consequently
has never got the credit really due him. Scott, Shackleton and Mawson have had the exact
opposite treatment, told by themselves or in various biographies, recounting in graphic detail all
they went through (and more...), while Albanov, whose experience certainly equalled, or indeed
outdid those of all three, is virtually (completely?) unknown. The added advantage of this book is
that it is essentially the travel diary he kept as he struggled to save himself and the men who of



their own volition decided to go with him. As in other books on Heroic Age exploration in the Artic
and Antarctica, you can't help but take note of the incompetence, not to say worse, that usually
underlay all these undertakings. Albanov's captain (he was the navigator) and practically the
whole crew were hopelessly muddled, incompetent or useless, Albanov being one of the few on
board with any sense of what was going on. It is significant that out of the whole ship's company
that sailed form St. Petersburg in Russia in August, 1912, only Albanov returned, dragging one
other survivor with him, and after an heroic struggle of almost unbelievable difficulty and
suffering. Albanov was a real hero and deserves the wider audience he never got in his short
lifetime.”

Mobro, “Excellent. Excellent!Throughly recommend this book for anyone interested in Arctic
Exploration.Albanov should be up there with all the great explorers.”

Phil, “Facinating adventure. Fabulous adventure, can't believe he is a little known explorer, it's
real life but seems like fiction”

masspecguy, “chillfactor. Superb tale of survival translated at last in to English .The ship locked
in ice the crew mutinous 13 decide to leaveThe rest is a brutal almost unbelievable struggle for
survival.Again the whole game will be given away if you look at the map or read any of the
forwards or introsBe kind to yourself  read and enjoy!”

jg, “Good read. Good read”

The book by Valerian Ivanovich Al banov has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 215 people have provided
feedback.
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